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Due to the 
attacks











December. A look at what 







player reactions to the 
collapse of the 
World  
Trade Center and part of 
the 
Pentagon  while the 
Spartans use 
the week 
off  to get healthy 
before  
they 










































































































































































 how to fly commercial 
jet-
liners 








 names of 
two men 
being  
sought by authorities emerged in 
Florida. 









temporary shelter a year ago. 
The officials,
 speaking on condi-





























 of more 



















































 flight schools 
were in 
Florida  and at least
 one other 
state. The 
hijackers  used both cash 
and credit cards to purchase their 
plane
 tickets and hotel rooms. 
Authorities detained at least a 
half dozen 
people  in Massachu-
setts and 
Florida
 on unrelated 
local 
warrants and immigration 
charges and were questioning 
them about their possible ties to 
the  hijackers. No charges related 
to the attacks had
 been filed. 
Search 
warrants  were executed 




warrants  went out 
in 
several other states, officials 
said.  
"We're attempting
 to recreate 
the travels of 
each of the hijackers 
on the 
planes   either the hijack-
ers themselves
 or their associates," 
























 of fear is perme-
ating the 




















of suspicion of 
involvement in 






solid  evidence 
about the attackers is 
available, 
there
 have been some 
indica-
tions that the 
terrorist  group 
might be from the
 Middle East. 
"People think 
bin Laden is a 
typical Muslim, 
but that's total 
crap," said 








the  Muslim people are a 
peace -loving community and are 












A group of San Jose State 
students  reflects on the implications that Tuesday's 
events
 will have upon 
 See STUDENTS, Page
 5 right: Mahsa Behmaram, Farah Khan 
and Rimi Khan. 
Omar Ornelas 
Daily Staff  
them







Todd  Hendr 
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One person at San Jose 
State 
University knows quite a bit 
about terrorism. In fact, he teach-
es
 a class on the subject. 
Peter Unsinger has been a pro-
fessor at 
San  Jose State Universi-
ty's administration of 
justice 
department since 1971. Unsinger 
teaches courses dealing
 with ter-
rorism, intelligence, organized 
crime and trans -national crime, 







agement  and aviation security to 
overseas governments such as 
Singapore and Cambodia. 
In Southeast Asia, he said, ter-
rorism is a threat, with Muslim 
fundamentalists causing
 havoc in 
Malaysia and in the Philippines. 
These groups have had Afghani 
nationals 
visit  or advise them, 
Unsinger added. 
While 
there has been no offi-
cially named suspect in Tuesday's 
terrorist attack on the World 
Trade Center and the Pentagon, 
media and investigators specu-




found a rental car 
in a Boston 
airport that had flight manuals 
printed in Arabic. 
Since the attack, 
politicians 
have been quick to point the fin-
ger at intelligence 
groups,  such as 
the CIA, on not 
picking up on the 
attack. 
Unsinger
 said spy networks 
may have known about a 
possible 
attack, but had
 little else to go on. 
"There's been 





 Unsinger said. 
"But the warnings 
are very vague 
... we know
 something is 
afoot,  but 
we don't when, where or how.  
Unsinger said 
there  were a 
number of 
reasons  why the World 
Trade  Center was 
targeted for 
destruction Tuesday. 
To get recognition, a 
terrorist 
may select 
symbolic  targets to 
aim their











 the antagonism 
of what that kind of 
thing repre-
sents, the 
World  Trade Organiza-
tion, American








for  prayers 




 Ordonez prays for 
victim',
 of 
the  terrorist attacks in New  York on Tues-
day 






 at the 

















 across the 
street  of the 
west entrance
 of the 
Fairmont 
Hotel,  became 
a stage 
for prayer on 
Tuesday night








 at 7:30 p.m. 
and continued
 until 10 p.m. 
People from
 at least 10 different
 
churches came
 together to medi-
tate 
on
 the terrorist 
attacks  and 
find hope
 in God and each
 other. 
David 
Huynh,  23, and 
his 







Youth for Christ, 
started 
making  phone calls in the 
afternoon, "We 
called  everyone 
we knew and
 their mothers to try 
to get as 






After six hours of phone 
calls, 
word of mouth brought together a 
multitude 
of
 people who either 
found out through other people
 
about the vigil
 or just happened to 
be walking or 
driving  by the plaza. 




 to do it in a neutral 
area so it wouldn't
 be a gathering 
of a specific 
church,"  Huynh said. 
 see 
SERVICE.
 Page s 
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DAILY STAFF WRITERS 
Tuesday's tragedy caused 
uncertainty about America's 
economy and left some Ameri-
cans questioning how it will 
affect gas prices. 
David Conrath,
 dean of the 
College of Business, said he 
believes the overall effect of the 
act in the U.S. economy will be 
"vivid but slight." 
"I don't think that it's going to 
affect many people economically," 
Conrath said. He 
did, however, 
say some fields are 
exceptions.  
"Air travel will be 
hurt,  defi-
nitely," Conrath said. "Tourism in 
general will be hurt for a while, 
as well as hotels and restau-
rants. I think it will be months 
before people who live off of trav-
eling recover." 
"There will be less flying and 
more driving," he said. 
On whether the attack will 
result in oscillating prices, Con-
rath said it would depend 
on  
whom the 
U.S. government holds 
responsible for the attacks. 
"There
 may be a gas crisis if it 
turns  out to be a large nation the 
U.S. has 
relations  with," Conrath 
said. "If this is related to 
Afghanistan or to some 
small  





tor of the Mineta Transportation
 
Institute at San Jose State Uni-
versity, said 
he feels that the 
country's economy will not neces-































D.C.,  and New York 
thy 
have  profoundly affected 
*itch of us in 
different ways, let 
tuz remember




 is critical to our 
ttlidents' 
success  and our 
employees'




 are a 






 and parts 
of the 
(world 




 to live and 
to:learn and to work.
 As we deal 
with
 these terrible
 events, I 
encourage 
everyone to be espe-
piny aware 
of







While  there may 
be
 little that 
individuals
 can do 
in the imme-
diate aftermath
 of the tragic 















need help during 
this 
difficult  time, 
counseling  is 






building, Room 201, (924-5940)
 
and to faculty and staff through 
the Employee Assistance Pro-
gram 





 about any poten-
tial disruptions
 of the campus 
schedule will 
continue  to be pro-
vided to the 
campus community 
through the 
SJSU Web site 
(www.sjsu.edu),
 the campus hot-
line 




personal  note, I am 
reminded of the 
fragility
 and 
preciousness of life 
when
 I see 
violence of this magnitude take
 
so many lives. My 
sympathy  and 
condolences go 
out to the sur-
vivors, families
 and all those 















 a simple click, our 
entire country changed. 
The click of a 
television  




And there it was: a scene that 
no one 





towers of the World Trade Center. 
The Pentagon was the next to 
crumble. Our country was under 
siege 
by
 an unknown enemy. 
The next sound was a collective 
Gasp. 
We couldn't do anything to fix 
it. We could hope the damage was-
n't as 
bad  as it looked. But noth-
ing we could ever do would bring 
the
 people back to life. Nothing 
would bring
 back the sense of 
security 
that
 was shattered 
instantly.
 
What was the next 
target?
 
How many were dead already? 
Are there more on the way? 
Loaded words 
started getting 
thrown around every few seconds: 
tragedy, destruction, war, crisis, 
revenge, retaliation, 
Our country was in shock. 
Quickly, we retreated to our 
shells. How could 
this
 happen to 
innocent of us? How could some-
body want this to happen to the 




So was the next move: We 
emerged carrying












 if you are not living in 
an area that is stricken 
by killer hijacking events, 
you are no doubt 
aware  of the 
devastation, and the powerful 
impact and loss it can bring. 
Images on the evening news
 of 
destroyed  buildings, bereaved 
families and 
a sad are an 
alletoo-firtniliar sight for most of 
MIL 
Sooner or later, all of us 
encounter times of 
tempest   
either literal 
or figurative  
where we feel we 
could  be 
"blown away." 
But despite the 
storms that may rise and rage 
against us, we can 




 such peace is an 
unseen and  supernatural source 
of protection  a wonderful 
safekeeping that each of us can 
personally discover 
and use in 
our lives. This
 refuge is God 
himself.  
The 
Bible tells us that the 
Lord 
surrounds
 and protects his 
children just as 
a hen gathers 
and shelters her chicks under 
her wings when peril is near: 
:"He shall cover you, and 
under his wings 
you can trust. 
There
 you need not fear the
 ter-
ror by night,
 nor the destruction 
by day, 
for the Lord is your 
refuge and place 
of protection. 
He shall 
give  His angels charge
 
over you, to keep





belong to the 
Lord
 
and stay close 
to him, he will 
always take care
 of us. Even if 
we're in 
the midst of 
terrible 
turmoil  
whether  a literal 
tempest 
like we see in 
this pic-
ture, or a storm 
of troubles, 
adversity,
 danger, etc. 
His strong and loving hands
 
are
 there to protect and 
care for 
us, and "the 
angel of the Lord 
encamps 
all around those who 
fear 
Him,
 and delivers them" 
(Psalm 34:7). So even 
when 
everything seems dark, 
fright-
ening  and tempestuous 
outside, 
we can have the
 sunshine of his 
love and the 
rainbow of his 
blessings and 
peace  inside! 




acts  of terror 
We
 join all
 Americans in 
condemning these
 horri-





to those who have 
lost  loved ones 
in this tragedy. 
We hope 'and -pray -that 
the 
perpetrators
  whoever they 
may be  will be 
apprehended  
swiftly and punished. 




Muslim Student Association 
Movimiento Estudiantil 







 God when 
this 
happened?
 God is 
at the 
same place  
"Our 
Father which art in 
heaven."  
(Matthew
 6:9)  that 
he
 was 
when his son 
was  hanging on a 
cross in our 








weren't  speaking 
quietly,  
we were shouting. 
Let's nuke 'em, 
we thought. We'll 
get our revenge, 
we demanded. 
The patriot in me 
says, "Yeah, 
let's  get 'em. Make 'em pay." 
But then the 
humanitarian 
in 
me jumps in: "Why? More 
people 
are just going
 to die." 
The patriot: "But 
they can't get 
away with this. 
We're  the United 
States of 
America.  No one 
does 
this to us." 
The  humanitarian:  
"You'd 
think 
we learned our 
lesson  by 
now. We can't just
 blow up every-
body and make 
our problems go 
away" 
The patriot: "We 





 Why not do it 
again?"  
The humanitarian: 
"Why  not? 
I'll tell you why 




weapons, and we 
might wipe out 
whoever did 













 act of 
war  pulled off 
with the precision




of the Air Force. 
In our zeal to save the 
lives of 
some unborn  
only poor ones, 
the rid' 
witt-gu-bnekto  





 and killed 
60,000  of our grown-ups. I don't 
know
 how this balances in the 
Book of Life. God in his infinite 
wisdom, just world theory and, 
as always, the two kingdom the-
ory. 
As 
the pseudo -democracy 
broad
-jumps  into feudality, and 
people say things 
like: "20,000 
people died, Jim," 
I say "Yes, 
because people are willing 
to
 
give up their freedom for securi-
ty and 
therefore
 end up with 
neither." 
But now we are
 beyond the 
pale.  A 
scapegoat  must be found 
so we can
 get off on sweet 
revenge,
 and the world of hate 










Piano recital, 12:30 p in to 115 p 
m in 
the Music building Concert Hall Student 





 Jung Yeon KIM and 
Mikiko poke perform muale of the Romantic 
petiod. For more information, call Joan 
Stebbe at 924-4631 
glspirit.org 
Nature awareneas hike, 10 a m to :i pm 
Meet at the Tim Chapel, located next to Rohert 
Hooka A time to explore arca parks and expand 
your nature 
awareness
 Reiser:vaunt. sugg.ted 
For more information call chaplain Roger at 
605-1687 or visit
 the Web site 
Catholic Campus Ministry 
Daily ma,, 12 10 p m in the Caropuri Mtn 
istn Chapel.
 Peace, juotice and non-violence 
class  will be held, 5:40 p.m. 
to 730 p.m. For 
more 
information,




 for Christ 
Night Life: A great time of fellowship, 
teaching and worshipping, 8 
p.m.,  in Wash-
ington Square Hall, Room 207. For more 
information,
 call Cary at 297-2862, e-mail at 





Women  of  Color Conference 
Steering Committee 
We're 
looking for radical women of color 
to help us plan 
SJSU'a  
first
 women of color 
conference.
 Bring your ideas, your heart and 




Meet  at 9 p m outside of the Chicano 
Library For more 
information,
 call Erika at 
607-8536. 
Anemia Film Club 
Tentative showing of the
 1986 film "Jules 
and Jim," directed by Francois Truffaut. Meet 
at 9,30 p.m. in 
Sweeney  Hall, Room 100. For 
more 
information, call Elena Korjenevich at 
286-8698. 
Jewish Student 
Union and Hillel 
Come join as for Rosh 
Hashanah  and eel-
ebrate
 a sweet New Year, noon to 1 
am.,
 in 
the Student Union and Dining 
Commons  
There will be Bees in the Student Union 
handing 
out apples and honey Come get your 
free kits to celebrate the
 sweet year ahead. 
Also, for all you Residence Hall 
students,
 join 
us at 8 p.m. in the Dining Commons, as we 
celebrate 'A Taste
 of Rosh Haohanah" with 






Zeta  Alpha Fraternity 
Septiembre 16 barbecue 
at
 noon an the 




mation, call Martin Ayala at 
279-1308.  
Beta
 Theta PI  
Get your 
game on, 8 pm. at the Nickel 
City Arcade Meet at the Beta house, located 




Golden key International 
Honour Society 
Open houee, 5 p.m. to 
630  p.m. in the 




 at kiriRonebox,com 
Interfaith Peace Vigil 
SJSU students and the community  
I, invit-
ed to an evening of peace and reflection for all 
the victims 
of the recent tragedy Meet at 630 
Rm. in the Seventh Street plaza 
and lawn, and 
bring your candle for more information, call 
Adrian. Garcia at 655-6785. 





barge III modem, 











an amolahle to the 
Spartan  IMily 
(#fire 
ught Bentel Hall. Room 209
 Spare If 
nom may nom", 
&omit  tohnosstom f tone,
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"No,  I see 
the logic
 










































 I think 
it is the 
point.  And 
the






courage.  If you 















these  days have 
the problem
-solv-









newspaper. You got a guy 





running  away. 
You got an agitated, 
disgruntled  
security guard











































































































































































We're  a 
super-
power  of a 
country.  















humanitarian:  "Well, it 
seems
 we 
agree on one thing: This 
whole 





Mike Osegueda is a 
Spartan 
Daily Senior Staff Writer.
 
"Oz-mosis" 





in facing tragedy 
There
 can be no worse feel-
ing than that of a reluc-
tant, powerless spectator 
caught in the 
midst of the mas-
sive destruction of human life. 
I, like so many of you,
 stood 
motionless in 
front of the televi-
sion, not wanting 
to register in 
my mind the airplane that 
crashed against one of 
the  World 
_1 Trade Center
 towers. Not wanti-
ng to let the 
clamors
 of men and 
women who 
raced  away from 
the 




 to think 
that
 I  yes, 
someone
 as small
 as me  
could 
actually 
reach  out to 
grieving 
























































 to unite 
and 
rally 




the  nation 
have heeded





It's  a four-hour
 wait to 
donate  
blood in the 





 and prayer 
ser-
vices. And
 on our campus 
we see 





But nothing is flawless. 
Even in our 
rush  to support 




 find blemishes. 
Take the way some
 of us are 
blindly passing 
judgment
 on an 
entire race. 
Why should our 
classmates,  
our neighbors, our
 friends, our 
co-workers




 for the terrorist
 
attacks in the 
East  Coast? 
As
 far as I know they
 took us 
all by surprise,
 and from 
what  I 
hear, we still 
don't know who
 is 
responsible for these gross 
acts. 
What we can 
say is that feder-
al authorities are 
targeting  their 
efforts 
in
 tracking down exiled -
Saudi terrorist Osama bin Laden 
as their main 
suspect.  Nothing 
more.  
And I don't know if I buy what 
I hear over and 
over, that flight -
training manuals in Arabic were 
found on 
the seat of a rental car. 
For a 
highly organized attack, 
one that even the U.S. intelli-
gence could
 not detect, it seems 
ludicrous 
to think the hijackers 




what does this have 
to do 
with  Muslim- and Arab -
Americans or 
Muslims  and 
Arabs in other














East  has meant
 
a great 
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with  a let-
ter to the editor
 
A letter
 to the editor is a 200
-word  









appeared in the Spartan
 Daily. 









clarity, grammar, libel 






address, phone number, signature and 
major.
 
Submissions may be 










Bentel  Hall Room







SDAILY(ajtnc.sjsu.edu  or 












lniversity,  One Washington
 
Square, San Jose, CA 
95192-0149 
Editorials  are written 
by, and are the 
consensus  of, the 
Spartan  Daily edi-
tors, not the staff. 
Published opinions 
and  advertisements do 
not necessarily reflect
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udon,  a 
ham 





































































day,  I tried 
the 
favorite
 of the 




























































 but a 
bit oily. 



































































































 in the 
smaller  line. 
All five 
choices  can be 
had 
for less
 than $3. 
I chose 




Although saving $1.24 
from 
the price 
of the grande polio 
asado ($4.19), I 



















soft  and 






I tried the 
new 
veg-
































 dish was warm, 
gooey and slightly sticky. 




without  beef 
or chicken, I felt that somehow 
something
 was missing. 
Both days I looked 
for  the 
ham and Swiss cheese club but 
with
 little success. 
Not until I checked the sand-
wich cooler on the nth time did 
I find 
one. 
I found my luck with the 
sushi bar to be the opposite. 
Of the more than 20 selec-
tions, 




 from the highly 
popular 
California  roll 
($4.50),  
to a 
salmon  roll 






two days, I found 
the service 






 more than a 






 me due 
to








 they found 
someone right
 away who 
could.
 
On a few occasions, I 
noticed 
spilled soup 
had  dried on the 
serving
 counters. I found the 




Xing Datil .'ruff  





 however, the food 
court had 
a neat, clean appear-
ance. 
Crowds were a hassle during 
certain 
periods,  with lines more 
than 10 customers deep. 
Veteran cashier Linda 
Ramirez said the busiest time 
was between 10:30 a.m. and 
1:00 p.m. when up to six 
cashiers were working. 
"The lines are over to there," 
she said pointing to the bagel 
case next to the soup section. 
Other busy times are at 3:30 
p.m. and later
 again at 6:30 
p.m., 
she  added. 
Fridays are 
usually a slow 
day. 
Regarding the addition of 
Panini's, Pauley said that
 the 




"We were able to figure out a 
way to move our chili some-






 that they 
were  always looking for new 
items to add. 
"We are not an 
island," she 
said. "We have to be aware of 




concern  was value, not 
price. 
"If the market called for a 
high -end dinner house, we 
would try to put one on cam-
pus," she said. 
 
The Student Union 
 : 
WHAT: Dining commidations 
Homo: M-TH 7:30 a.m. - 7:30 p.m. 
F 7:30 am. -4:30p.m." 
S 10:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m. 
SUGGESTIONS:
 Contact Sparta 
Dining at dining(gspartanshops.codi
 
under Retail Operations. A Food. 
Forumis also held hi -weekly at the. 
Residential  Hall Dining Commons: . 
CONT 4cT: 924-1740 








DUI)  SIAI I 
V% 1,11IR 
Puddle 
of Mudd is the 
first  creation of 
Fred
 Durst's new 




So far, their 
album,  "Come 
Clean,"  
which is 
also  produced 












 Puddle of 




 in the top 
10. They 




chart  at 
No. 
10 on Sept. 5. 
Not bad for














seem  to 
share
 with the 
likes of 
Godsmack  






























 goes by 
without 





jumps  between being 
mumbled and 
high-pitched, 
much  like Cobain in 
"All 
Apologies," but not nearly 
as melodic. 
The song isn't
 bad, though. 
Even though it is 
gloomy,





Drummer  Greg 
Upchurch  continues 
to shine in the









song,  which may be 
the catchiest of the 
whole album. 
However, Puddle of 
Mudd has not 
created a 
sound  of its own 
like Creed 
(of course 
Durst  would not 
want to pro-
duce a band 
that
 is actually 
better 
than his)





 has to be the
 best creator 
of "leave me 
alone" songs. 
Puddle 
of Mudd has 
at least one 
song to 
contribute  with 
"Drift  and 
Die." 
"Go away/ 
Go away/ Go 
away from 
me/  Leave me 
alone" may 
not  be the 
most creative set of 
lyrics, but at least 
it prepares 
listeners for 
how  they will 
feel for the 
remainder  of the 
album. 
The band 
































































that its songs 
sound  the same. 
Three of the band's consecutive tracks, 
"Bring Me 
Down,"  "Never Change" and 
"Basement" are whiney, not catchy, and 
the listener must agonize
 through this 
for 
more than seven minutes. 
Oh, and a band who 
wants to come off 
all hard should not 
produce a song that 
can
 be mistaken for a scruff), REM 
rip-
off. 
Believe it or 
not,
 "She Hates Me" is 
actually 
very lighthearted, 
yet  the listen-
ers will begin to 
share the hate. 
Would anyone
 believe REM if 
some-
one told then they 
were  hated? Scantlin 
just appears
 to be singing 





 "Piss it All 
Away,"  is 
appropriate for 
this  album. 
Listeners 
will  want to do 
what  they 
preach in this 




you  think." 
Just a warning




 Durst must 
have 




reign  over. 
Puddle
 of Mudd's 










are just part 
of
 the swamp of 
songs that










has  released its 
new album, 













































































SAN JOSE STATE 



























"I felt like this was a bad dream or a stupid movie. 
When I saw this I felt like humanity was going 
backwards,  but then when I saw all the people help-
ing 
out  after the tragedy. it reassured me that there 
was 
still some compassion. I wish that I could go 
into the 
minds of the people who did this so that I 
can understand, It bothers me that these 
people  use 
religion as a flag because it make 
people  hate such 




"I think whoever did this should be bombed, and 
my parents say 
that
 we should bomb the whole 
Middle East." 
SCOTT PENDLETON  
Sensor. art 
"I think that the president said what everyone was 
thinking. It was a little too scripted, and it should 
have come from his heart. It is totally his responsi-
bility to be sincere. A tear or maybe something like 
that, but it is also his job lobe even -keel. However, 
I don't  think that we should take military action. I 
think we should debate and work it out to where 
we can come to a common goal." 
JACKIE LING 
Sophmore. computer science 
"This is no unreal. I mean, this is America We are 
the strongest. It's like, 
'How
 can someone do this?' 
Real life is not something we can turn 
back."  
Graduate student. teaching identtals 
"I have dear
 fnends that work next door 
So I 
called 
her as soon as I got home
 Her building col-
lapsed and she was forced 
to evacuate She's fine, hut 
she ran down the street 
with  the building collapsing 
behind her, hut 
she doesn't know about
 the people 
she worked 
with  Her building isn't 
there  anymore 
COMPILED






 BY  








"The tragedy was more than an attack to the 
U.S.. it 
was against humanity. Who ever
 did it  
they don't care about themselves or other people. I 
think they feel that if they die for their country 
then they will go somewhere special." 
ALBERT AU 
Sophomore, undeclared 
"I kind of expected people to celebrate over our 
loss. People are going to brag about it because it 
was such a powerful act. This 
wouldn't  have hap-
pened if people didn't have a hatred of the U.S. in 
the first place. Others view America as a place 
acre we have it all. They couldn't have it, so they 




"A lot of my friends are Middle Eastern, and they 
are scared. One of my friends who is Iranian didn't
 
want 
to go to class
 today. And when
 she did 
go,  she 
said that people were staring at her and giving her 
dirty looks. No one knows who caused these acts. 
but people are pointing fingers. I don't want this to 
bra




"I thought I was watching a movie It was out of 
control. I couldn't imagine, couldn't 
fathom  what it 
must have been like. When I saw the plane dive 









"This is a 
result of our extreme 
foreign
 policy in that 
legion The people who 
make the foreign policy are 
making this rut 
The chickens air coming home 
to 
most,
 and innocent people arc 
paying






 that as a nation, we're not 
as 
invulnerable to terrorist
 attacks that we thought we 
were. I mean it's 





They used commercial 
airlines. That is what 
was most shocking to me 
more
 than anything else." 
RYAN BAIRD  
Junior 
business 








mother went through internment. Based on 




electrical  engineering 
I have family 
in New York. I 
haven't
 talked to them 
yet. My emotions
 are all over the
 place right now.
 I 
was 
so shocked when I heard 
about all of this 
because that is 
the flight that I
 frequently take, SFO 
to Newark. 
We've  been praying 
for
 my family." 
ANUJA  MODY 
Freshman, undeclared 
"My cousin's husband works in the World Trade 
Center. We haven't got 
a hold of him yet, and my 
mom just talked to my cousin. I woke up thinking 
that it was going to be a normal school day and I 
see something that looks like Hollywood on TV. 
Now just when I was thinking  it was over, I 
realize 








facilities  offer employees a unique place to 
work.
 Sharper people, hipper atmosphere, better 
benefits... it's all at California Pizza 
Kitchen! Hosts, 
Servers, Bussers, Cooks and Dish Washers... 
There's  an 






















great  pay; 
excellent  training; immediate 
health benefits. 
Apply in person Mon -Sat, 
9am-6pm
  Valley Fair 
2855 Stevens 
Creek  Blvd. 
Sp. 1273  Ph:
 (408) 243-0081 
Or 
apply  
online @ www.cpk.com 



















































































































"It  gives them a 















would  also 
Tuesday's
 closure













were to occur on 
campus,



























 Within  the 





















 plan, dates 
back


























 didn't have much 
SERT officers 
are  


















Every  April, during the







awareness  week, 
students,  











 gather the time comes





outside  the buildings at SJSU as ready and 























 not to be con- 
run











measure," Lowe said. 
"There
 is a dents don't know there is such an 
"Tuesday









 or a 
CRU,
 to 
pus, but not 












buildings to make 
sure everyone 











was an emergency plan," said 
to incite a 
reactionary
 response."  
But,  if a terrorist -like 










Lowe said development major. 
campus










open  Tuesday. 
for aid. Lowe said 
this




when  the Critical Response 
Unit  "I've never 
seen anything like 
things  could 
only  get 
worse,"
 said 
(CRU)  comes 
into  effect, 
an emergency plan," said Debo-
Shannon 
Maloney,  field 
opera-  "We 
must
 be able to 
stand rah 
Adams.





for the UPD, 











areas of the Information for students in 
pus. 
city might be 
tied  up in such a case 
of crisis can be provided
 by 
Maloney
 said he 
believed
 it case, 
but with our 





 to have 
more  offi- could
 be OK." 
"Students can always call 924-
cers around the campus. 
According to the 
UPD Web SJSU, 
which  is source for current
 
"We need to have 
our  men out site, 
the  response unit was
 devel- updates 
about  such situations,"
 
and
 around the 
school,"
 Maloney oped 
in 1993 and is 








denounce  Tuesday's attacks 
 continued from Page I 
"I feel just as strongly about 
this incident and am sad that it 
happened," said Rimi Khan, a 
sophomore majoring in computer 
science. "We're all looking out for 
each other and are 
appalled  at 
what happened."
 
However, Khan expressed the 
belief that many people are apt to 
label Muslims and Middle East-
erners in general as being 
terror-
ists. Khan said she didn't wear a 
hijab today, the traditional scarf 
worn by 
Muslims,  because her 
parents
 were afraid for 
her safe-
ty. Instead, 
she wore a 
kerchief 



























War  H. 
"I was 
born 
here,  and 
even 
thought











































































 this ... but Muslims 
strongly  condemn it because it 
was a terrorist act and innocent 
lives were taken. In Islam, homi-
cide and 
suicide
 is a complete sin." 
Many  people in the Muslim 
community
 on campus said they 
believe there are deep 
cultural  
stereotypes
 that many people 
hold.  
"The majority
 of SJSU stu-
dents are 
searching  for answers. 
We don't even 
know  who did it, 
but when the word 
'terrorist' is 
thrown out, the 
thought  automat-
ically goes to 




 of the 
Muslim Students
 Association. 
One student told a 
story of a 
Muslim  friend who 
went to Star-
bucks the 
other  day. Her 
friend  was 
forcibly
 elbowed 
out of the 
way  by a 
man 
who  said to 
the  clerk, "I'm 
an 




















spoke  out 



























































"(Americans) don't call Christian 
fundamentalism a problem, but 
they call Muslim
 fundamental-
ism a national threat."
 
Hijazi
 said the way to change 
the views of people is to improve 
American foreign policy. 
"If they don't want to see peo-
ple waving flags and celebrating 





hand and make 
decent foreign 





future,"  she said. 
Fortunately,  there
 are places 
where students 
can  go if they are 
















 Come Kraal. 
"Students 
should
 be safe on 
campus,
 but if 




and  hang 
























grams  and 
Services,  located 
on 
the second 
floor of the 
Adminis-
tration 
building,  said 
Helen 
Stevens,




























































































































































































































































































































































going  back 
to work." 


















 have a ripple
 effect." 









affect  the 
U.S.  
economy,
 as the 
country  








































































see  an 
























Gas  Auto 
at
 447 E. 










said,  "the 
biggest 
consequences






Robles,  who 
works  for 
Rotten 
Robbie  at 455 
E.
 Julian 










"It's busy every day." 
THINK BEFORE

























































































 is on them. 
OPEN::
















































against  the 
Stanford  
Car-





Chuck  Bell, San






Wednesday  that 
the 
game,  originally 




 until 2 p.m.
 Dec. 1 at 
Spartan  
Stadium as a 
result of the 
terrorist  attack 
that 
shocked the 




Stanford's  athletic 
director 
Ted Leland,
 had been on 




 trying to 




"We felt like it was
 the appropriate 
thing to 
do,"  Bell said. 
'Thousands  of people 
were killed. 
And it's not that
 we're bending 
to the terrorism. 
It's that we're 
mourning 
thousands
 of deaths." 
Following 
Tuesday's events,




Association  issued a 
statement 





 to decide 
whether  to play. The
 Pacific -10 
Conference,
 of which 
Stanford  is a part,
 can-
celled
 all of its conference




 game is a non -con-
ference
 contest, however,
 the decision 




Both  athletics 
directors 
consulted




 Fitz Hill 




making  the 
decision.  
Hill, who served in Operation Desert Storm, 
called Tuesday's events a "great tragedy" and 
agreed with the 
decision to cancel the game. 
"If that's what our institution feels that we 
need to do, I'm all for it," Hill said. "These are 
just 
games.  This isn't life or death. (The United 
States is) dealing with a life or death situation. 
It's a good time to reflect on what we have in 
America." 
Practice went on as scheduled Tuesday, as it 
did Wednesday. Hill said he would give the team 
a breather this weekend, if practice goes well the 
rest of the week. 
"rm going to 
use this is as an open week," Hill 
said. I think 
it's  a chance for these guys to get 
rested and get ready 
for the conference run." 
Theatext scheduled game for the Spartans is 
Sept. 22, when the University of Nevada -Reno 
travels to SJSU. 
As the news about
 the postponement spread 
around the Spartans' practice facility Wednes-
day, some players 
were  disappointed about not 
getting a chance to play. 
But because of the frenzy
 the nation is in, 
they knew football wasn't the top priority 
Deonce Whitaker, SJSU's star running back, 
found out about the game's status about 11 a.m. 
Wednesday when he went to pick up his tickets. 
"I'm kind of upset we don't get to play," 
Whitaker said. "But I do 
understand
 the reason 
why. I understand 
that."  
Last season,
 Whitaker was the standout in 
SJSU's 40-27 victory. He rushed for 254 yards 
and two touchdowns. 
In two games this season, he hasn't hit
 the 
NO -yard -mark yet. 
He hopes to use the time off 
to regain his magic
 from a year ago. 
"We've
 been missing something out there," 
Whitaker said. "And now we can get it back." 
Senior wide receiver Casey Le Blanc has 
played a big role in each of the 
last
 three SJSU 
ViIIS against Stanford. He's content to wait to get 
back on the field with the cross-town rivals. 
"It's a tragic situation for 
the  whole nation," 
La Blanc said. "It's understandable. 
I would have liked to have 
played.
 But I don't 
know how fair it is to cancel 
some  games and not 
others." 
As the players made cellular 
phone  calls to 
friends and relatives, to tell them the game had 
been postponed, behind -the-scenes work was 
still going on. 
Bell said most of the plans for Saturday's
 
game, including 
pre -game and halftime activi-
ties, would be transferred to the new date. 
Tickets already purchased will be honored 
on
 
the new date. If a ticket-holder cannot attend
 the 
rescheduled
 game, refunds are available. Tail-
gating tents already paid 
for will follow the same 
procedure. 
Furthermore, Bell said he 
doesn't expect any 
financial  problems for the already cash -strapped 
athletic department. 
"We can come out better financially," Bell said. 
He said 
the new date, being later in the sea-
son, could increase ticket sales because Stanford 
classes 
have  yet to begin, and Cardinal students 
will now 
have a chance to attend the game. 
"But it was not based at all on financial
 con-
siderations,"
 Bell said. 
This is 
not the first time an SJSU football 
game has been postponed
 after an unforeseeable 
problem. 
In 1999,
 the Spartans' homecoming 
game 
with Southern Methodist
 University on Oct. 23 
was delayed and later 
postponed  when a trans
-
,former at Spartan Stadium caught 
fire and 
Y!Sweed the stadium 
to be evacuated. 
The game was later  
cancelled
 after both uni-
versities
 agreed that a makeup
 date wouldn't 
,affect either team's standings. 
Nothing like
 that is expected for 
the Stanford 
.game.
 But expecting 
and dealing with 
the  
unknown is something
 that both athletic depart-
:ments have to deal with right now.
 
: 'There's no right answer
 to this," Bell said. 
?There's no 
manual for how 
to
 handle a tragedy 
'like this. 
We felt like this was
 the right thing to 
do." 
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DAILY SENIOR STAFF WRITER 
When Deonce Whitaker saw the scenes from New 
York and Washington, D.C., on television Tuesday, his 
mind flashed 
back. 
"I was just watching a movie," he said. "There 
were 
those two big towers. Right now they are gone." 
The movie was "The Whole Nine Yards." That was 
fake. This tragedy that hit the United States was 
every bit real. 
And no one from the Spartan football team knows 
better than head coach Fitz Hill how real war is. 
"When you see someone 
take lives like they did yes-
terday, that's just unfortunate," Hill 
said.  'That's just 
the way of the devil." 
Hill served in Operation Desert Storm and was sta-
tioned 
in Saudi Arabia for seven months. 
In a way, he said it was like football because sol-
diers work and work to get 
ready for a war in the same 
way
 football players work and work to prepare for a 
game. However, the consequences in football, he said, 
aren't life and death. 






tion and his was that he knew whom he was fighting. 
"We knew the 
enemy,"




 That's the scariest thing about it." 
Postponement sets 
up
 'rival month' 
Come the end of November and the beginning of 
December, the Spartan football team is going to be see-
ing nothing but red. 
Red, as in Fresno 
State  University. Red, as in the 
Stanford Cardinal. 
After Saturday's game was 
postponed  for Dec. 1, it 
put  the Spartans 
in a situat'on to 










 we'll be playing 
those two teams for a 
bowl  berth." 
Fresno State, currently 
ranked No. 11 in the Asso-
ciated Press 
poll,  will host the Spartans on Nov. 
23. 
For now, however, the Spartans
 aren't setting their 
sights that far in advance. 
Time to heal 
If there's a positive to be taken away from the situ-
ation, it's that some of the Spartans
 have an opportu-
nity  to heal before taking the field again. 
Two receivers, Charles Pauley and Rashied 
Davis, missed SJSTJ's
 last game against Colorado 
University and were listed as 
"probable" for Satur-
day's  game. 
Pauley was sidelined 
by a groin strain and is cur-
rently about 90 percent, Hill said. 
Davis, who suffered a left 
shoulder  contusion, will be 
able to take advantage of the week off more than Pauley. 
"This will definitely give him a week to get back," 
Hill said. 
All athletic events put on back burner after terrorist attacks 
By ('hris Giovannetti and
 Colin Atagi 
DAIL) St FF WRITERS 
In the wake of Tuesday's terrorist attacks on the 
World Trade Center and the Pentagon, the San 
Jose 
State University athletic office announced
 that all 
games scheduled through Sunday  including Sat-
urday's football contest against Stanford  have 
been canceled. 
The football game 
was rescheduled for 2 p.m. on 
Dec. 1. 
The meeting between the two schools has become 
a 
much -anticipated rivalry for SJSU students. 
Following 
the lead of the nation concerning sport-
ing events, some students expressed concern for the 
public 
and a time of grieving for the nation. 
"Canceling  games for public safety is good," said 
SJSU student Gary Alferos. "I don't think we should 
be celebrating anything as far as games go. I think 
for public safety we should not be holding any games 
right now." 
SJSU alumnus Bernard Jones said there were 
more important matters than sports. 
"I think the game should be canceled because we 
should not be focusing on games but getting people 
back into the position 
where  they can help with the 
tragedy that happened in New York," he said. 
As the football game is set aside, so are the pre-
game parties and tailgates.
 
"We had tailgate planned, and I'm sure all of the 
other fraternities did too,"
 said Javier Jimenez of the 
Delta Upsilon Fraternity.  "On one hand, we were 
looking forward to supporting 
the  team because the 
rivalry with Stanford has developed into a big thing.
 
On the other hand, it's hard to 
celebrate knowing 
some Americans might still 
be buried under concrete. 
"The game can always be 
replayed,  but it's hard to 
celebrate knowing 
Americans  are suffering," Jimenez
 
said. "It 
would be selfish for anyone to be upset over
 
the game being 
cancelled."  
Ray 
Herrera,  representing the Theta Chi Frater-
nity, said that in past years, more than 80 people 
and  
alumni have shown up 
for the pre -game celebration 
in past years. 
"We had a big 
tailgate  planned, but canceling the
 
game 
is understandable, and it's 
really  too bad," Her-
rera said. "Right now, people's lives are
 more impor-
tant
 than sports. We were 
pumped about (the tail-
gate) because it's 
something  we've always done.
 We 
had a lot of fun things planned and unfortunately 
this had to happen." 
In addition to football, soccer and volleyball games 
have been postponed or canceled. 
The Spartan men's soccer team, whose original 
schedule
 called for a match at Santa Clara Universi-
ty on 
Wednesday  and against UC-Berkeley on Sun-
day, has postponed its games. 
Head coach Gary St. Clair said both games will be 
rescheduled, though he is unsure about the dates. 
He added that  the soccer team was very 
disturbed 
by Tuesday's events and were too upset to play 
Wednesday's match. 
Women's soccer matches at 
Long Beach State on 
Wednesday, Cal -State Irvine on Friday and Sacra-
mento State 
on Sunday have been canceled. 
"I do think it's the right thing to 
do
 for the safety 
of our athletes and out of respect 
for everyone 
involved in the tragedy," said women's soccer coach 
Tamie Grimes. "The events of the past few days are 
bigger, much bigger than a soccer game. I'm 
behind 
the administration 100 percent." 
The volleyball team 
had  planned to attend a tour-
nament  this weekend at the University of Kentucky 
in Lexington, but head coach 
Craig Choate said it 
was canceled and likely will 
not be rescheduled. 




not participate in Saturday's 












































 6 Blocks 
North of SJSU 
 587 N. 























 Mandarin & 
Szerhuan  Cuisine 
 Box
 Lunch in 
Go 





















131 E. Jackson Street 
6 Blocks North of Santa Clara 
294-3303  or 
998-9427  










 high school students in 
reading 
and  writing 
Sec 
Ad in classifieds 
Contact Lonna Smith at 924-4431 
or 
Smith@online.sjsu.edu  













the lower level 
entrance) 
Keep  your eye



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































said.  "I 
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 Waitress - 
Must  be 21 











 is much 
more 
















lmmed openings, full or part 
time. Will train, must be 21. 





GROOMER'S ASST. / KENNEL 
help needed for
 small exclusive 
shop 
and kennel. PT, Tues-Sat. 
Must be reliable, 
honest,  able to 
do physical work. Prefer exp 
working w/ dogs, but will train. 
Great oppty for dog 
lover. Can 






COUNSELORS  positions 10-15 
hours/week,
 $10/hour. Cover 
letter and resume











details & other positions. 
AA/EOE.  
PT RECEPTIONIST 
- MWF 8-5 
4 blocks





 SERVICE / 
EXPRESSO
 



















Call  923-0309. 
DRIVER 
WANTED  PART 
TIME 
$8/hr, 25 
 30 hours a 
week. We 
are located 







 We deliver supplies to 
coffee houses. 
Must have good 
driving 
record.  279-1695. 
$35-$85/HR!  Wear 
costume
 
events 4 kids. S Pay + 
SF. FUN! Must 
have car, be avail %Mods.
 No exp 


































Fit  Model 
Need size 

































































before  sending 
money












































































 & common 
sense. All 
welcome
 to appy for 
this fun, 
flexible,
 outdoors job. 
Apply In 
person at Inner
 City Express 
22 W. Saint
 John St. San 
Jose.  




Local valet company in search
 
of enthusiastic and energetic 
individuals 
to work at nearby 
malls, 
hotels & private events. 
FT/PT available. We 
will work 
around your busy school 
schedule. Must have clean 
DMV. Lots of fun & earn good 
money. 
Call  867-7275. 
DELIVERY DRIVERS 
Party 
rental  business. Perfect 
for Students! Earn $250 eve 
weekend! Must have 
reliable  
truck or van. Heavy 
lifting is 
required. 408-292-7876. 
!EARN AT LEAST $25: NASA 
needs right handed males ages 
18-29 for a helicopter study. 
Must be US citizen or green 
card holder. Call 650-604-5118. 
ASIAN AMERICANS FOR 
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT 
Located in San Jose, we are a 
growing community based 




a multi service agency, our 
diverse services include 
language & culturally
-proficient  
mental health services, senior 
services, youth services,  
a primary care 
health  clinic 

















 BA/MA in 
behavioral  sciences or 
related 








BA/BS is behavioral 
sciences 
or equivalent experience. 







shelter for battered women. 
Requirements: BA/BS in 
behavioral sciences or 
equivalent
 experience. 







2400 Moorpark Ave. 5300  
San Jose, CA 95128 
Fax: (408) 975-2745 
Email: rolandacupido@aaci.org
 












TEACH DRIVING - Good 
Pay, 
Fun  Job. Work when
 you want. 
Car & training 
provided.  Must be 
over 21 & HS grad. 
408-971-7557  
CHILDREN'S  Theater 
Workshop
 
needs leaders -we train.
 
1-10













Fax resumes to 
408-265-8342. 




 & more per











needed. $10/hr. If 
Romanian is 
your 
first language & you
 are 
willing to help 




in local high 
schools
 $12/hr 









 School in 
Sunnyvale.$12-$14/hour. No 
experience necessary. Flexible 
hours. Call Keiko (408) 530-0563.
 
Email: calancen Olava.net. 
WANTED: PART-TIME TUTORS 
for English School in Sunnyvale. 
$12-$14/hour.
 No experience 
necessary. 
Flexible  hours. Call 
Keiko (408) 530-0563. Email: 
calancen@lava.net. 
EXP TUTORS NEEDED now for 
all grades & 
subjects,  H.S. Math & 
Science. Mon.




 Ms. Scotti 408-255-5247. 
TUTORS, Middle 
School  AVID 
program. 
$18/hr,  2-3 days/week, 
12:05-1:10pm. All subjects. No 
exp. nec. Lois 
or Anne: 535-6277. 
BEHAVIOR TUTORS to work w/ 
children w/ autism.
 Competitive 
pay Flex hours. Psy, Ed, OT, Sp 
Ed, Child Dev & related fields. 





Duties include driving, assist 
with their homework, light 
housekeeping and dinner prep. 
Please  call Sue 408-691-0505. 
SITTER NEEDED PART-TIME 
Some evenings - some days. 
Flex hours. 3 kids ages 9, 6 & 3 
Need own 
car. $10/hr. Call Brigid 
265-1678. Experience a must. 
BABYSITTER NEEDED S8/HR. 
Flex hrs. will accomodate class 
schedule & homework. Non-
smoker only please. 287-4933. 
CHILD CARE/NANNY PT & FT 
Established Los Gatos agency 
seeks warm, caring students 
for





We list only the
 best jobs! 
Hours flexible 
around school 
from 15 hrs/wk to full 
time. 
$15-$18/HR 



















 & East Bay. 
NO FEE 
TO REGISTER!!! 








 CARE: two 
girls ages 
5  & 9, in 
Willow  Glen; 2 
to 5pm, 




 (20 firs 
per 
week)  for 3 children. 
2:30-6,  
M -F.
 $12/hr. Call Ann
 408-
E15-5237.
 Must have own car. 




for Senior Aerobics 
needed to 
conduct classes. Training pro-
vided with minimal experience 
or certifications from accredited 
instuitution. PT. M -F, mornings. 
Contact: Andrea - Southwest 





seeks Activitiy Aides, 
PT with 
benefits to work w/ 
children ages 
13 - 22 with 
developmental 
disabilities  in San Jose, Monday -
Friday,
 $9.78/hr. Call Ron 
Halog, 408-295-0228. Resume: 
730 Empey Way, San Jose 
95128 or fax 408-295-2957. 
KIDS...WATER-FUN! 
Now hiring teachers for year-
round swim program in our 
state-of-the-art indoor facility. 
Experience a + or 
we will train 
you! AM, PM, Weekday & 
Saturday
 positions available. 
Complimentary athletic club 
membership
 included.
 Apply at 
AVAC Swim School 
5400 Camden Ave. SJ 95124
 
408-445-4916 
Now Interviewing!! Call today" 
RECREATION LEADER, City of 
San Jose, $12.05 hr. starting. 
Rewarding lob for someone who 
enjoys working 
with  youth Here's 
your 
opportunity
 to make a 
differ-
ence in a child's life, seeking 
candidates 'is/leadership, organi-





programs. Hours: M -F afternoons 
and Sat. mornings. Candidates 
must have a high school diploma 






assignment.  For more informa-
tion contact the Hiring Unit 



















SCHOOLS team as a Substitute 
Teacher/  Rec Leader & enjoy
 the 
flexibility you
 need. Small World 
Schools 
is looking for students 
wanting to work with children in 
our before and after school care 
programs. As a substitute you 
can choose which days you're 
available for work. 
The
 only 
requirement is your desire 
to work with children ages 
5 through 
12 years in a tun 
recreation
 type atmosphere. 
Call 408-283-9200 today for an 







 NOT Required. 
Opportunity  for teaching exp. 
Need 
Car.
 VM: (408) 287-4170 
ext. 408. EOE/AAE 
DAYCARE






P/T in the 







 244-1968 X 16. 




 year olds. Must enjoy 
leading art, 
games  and group 
activities. Flex 
hours, days, 
eves & weekends. PT/FT. Team 
environment.
 Benefits available. 
CD units preferred. Email 
kidspark@kidspark.com or FAX 
resume to 408-260-7366, or call 
408-260-7929 for an interview. 
SWIM INSTRUCTORS & 
UFE-
 KidsPark, Inc. 
GUARDS 




TEACHERS,  TEACHER'S AIDES, 
Monday












Enjoy working with kids'? Join 








Schools, gel great experience 
WORKING
 WITH CHILDREN 
NOW HIRING RECREATION AGES 5-12 years in our before 
Leaders, $9 -$12/hr, flex hours, and after school rec. programs. 
weekdays. Work with children in 
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS 
the Los Gatos - Saratoga area,  offers competiNe pay, health 
Contact Laune Boswell @ 408- benefits for 30 + his, 
excellent 
354-8700 x 224. 
training, 
and  a fun work environ-
ment. We can often offer 






 is  isa  grosacth joobl 
Education/Schools
 
for both men 
and women. 
Call 408-283-9200, ext. 10 or 
fax resume




















human  services, social welfare. 




ACTION DAY NURSERIES / 
oh000moeatieocoonomics,  or elementary 
PRIMARY PLUS seeking Infant, 































 for Aide positions.
 
energetic
 individual to complete 
Excellent
 opportunity
 for Child 





play,  learn & earn 
$$$ 
call Cathy for an interview 
at
 while







 classes! Palo Alto 
408-248-7350. 
Community Child Care, voted 























Thinking about a career working 
Fr
 or FT, 
or create 














YMCA  of 
Santa  Clara
 Valley is 
Substitute




















































Clara, Los Gatos, 
Saratoga,
 





























  11 










 15 days 3rd & 









 at 5+yrs.  12 
days  
Sick   
45 
Makes  level 
teams, 


























 1BFt/1BA for 
clean, quiet, 




Hardwood floors. 551-553 So 6th. 






 in Willow Glen
 
area. Pool/Spa.
 Move in specials. 
286-5308 




luxury  & walk to school! 
We offer a pool,  spa, 
sauna, full 
gym, on -site management, all 
appliances included, central A/C. 
Stop by today for a tour. 
Open Monday
 thru Saturday. 
THE COLONNADE 
201 So.
 4th St. 408-279-3639 
INSURANCE
  







Good Student Discount 
International
 Driver Welcomed 
No Driver Refused 
Call for 




PNN INSURANCE AGENCY 
AUTOSFORSALE
 
2000 JETTA GLS $18,850 5 Sp. 
loaded, 18k miles, moonroof 
wider mfg. wamanly. 650-2540677 
MAZDA '93 626LX, 5 SPEED, 
loaded, moonrf, 109k mi., 
great  



























 Visit us at 
BIG ROOM IN A BIG HOUSE 
Close to campus $650/month 
utilities included 408-288-6161. 
LARGE ROOM
 dean, quiet home
 
close to 
SJSU.  Full privs + 
wash 


















All formats, including APA. 
Experienced. Dependable. 
Quick Return,  Call Linda 
(408) 264-4504. 
HEALTH/BEAUTY  
LOSE 20 LBS FAST! 
Money Back guarantee $38.00 




TUTOR:  proofreading, 
rewriting, help with 
writing and 
organizing.
 Tutoring in 
English.  
literature, writing, reading, & 
math through beginning 
algebra.  






New Smile Choice Dental Ran 
(includes
 cosmetic) $69.00 per 
year.
 Save 30% - 60%. For 
into 














































































Desirous  look 
73 

























your  ad here. Line
 is 30 
spaces,  including letters, numbers, 








Rates:  3 -line 
minimum  
One
 Two Three Four Five 
Day 





 $11 $13 
Rate increases $2 
for  each additional 
line
 per ad 
Rate 
Increases  $2 for 
each




consecutive  issues: receive 10% 
off  
40 + consecutive issues receive 20% off. 
50 
consecutive  issues receive 25% 
off 
Local rates apply to 
Santa  Clara County advertisers 
and SJSU 
students,  staff & 
faculty.
 
First line in bold for no extra 
charge
 up to 25 spaces 
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per ad 
charge








Send check or money 
order





San Jose State University 
San Jose, CA 95192-0149 
III 
Classified










 weekdays before 
publication  









 Rates for consecutive 
























































 RATE: 25% 
OFF - Rate 
applies to private 
party 















in DBH 209 
from 




Lost 8, Found ads 
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For some of 
the  suspected 









He declined to 
say which groups
 or 
whether  they were

















against  the 
United 




 with bin 
Laden.
 That includes
 the USS 
Cole
 
bombing  in 
Yemen  and 
the  foiled 
attack on 





have  been the 
result  
of several 






that  possibility," one
 law enforce-
ment official speaking











on the Senate 
Finance 
Committee,

















speculation  at 
the 
end 
of the road 
is that he 
and his 
network  were 
















told  him all the
 hijackers 





they had 'a 
tremendous  






Fla.,  man said
 FBI 
agents told 
him  that two men 
who 
stayed in his home
 while training 






Voss,  a former 
employee at 
Huff-
man  Aviation 
in Venice 
said the 
FBI  told him one
 of men was 
SERVICE:  More 
 continued from Page I 
Clarence Gholston, a San Jose 
resident originally
 form the East 
Coast, prayed for the people who 
lost their loved ones. "It was very 
shocking, my sister works at the 
World 
Trade Center but she hap-
pened to be on 
vacation."
 
Downtown San Jose, usually 
busy with nightlife 
and  airplanes 
flying above, 
was  uncommonly 
quiet. At the plaza, the murmurs 
of about 200 hundred believers 
flooded the air as 
their hands 
joined in a common purpose: med-
itate on the day's
 terrorist attacks 
and ask God to help them under-
stand and forgive. 
"Fear and 
praise,
 what else 
can we do'?" said Willow 
Mahoney,
 a student from De 
Anza Community College. "We 
have been 
taken  back to a deep 
feeling of uncertain 
times. I am 
praying  to send strength to the 
souls of the shaken." 
Pastor Chris Kidwell of the San 
Jose Christian 
Alliance Church, 
and a SJSU alumnus, led the 
singing at the vigil and prayed 
with 
believers.
 He said he got a 
number of calls from people who 
needed comfort and prayer to deal 
with what 
was going on. 
"Today's events are shaking 
fzodpjeeil edy. are seeking God," 
There were other meetings 
through the day including noon 
meetings at churches in San Jose. 
Josh 
Mndwell,  a sophomore at 
San Jose State University, said he 
needed a place to pray after he 
found there 
were no classes. 
"I
 was in my class 
and then they 
named
 Mohamed 









 FBI in 








 out for two 
cars.  Records 




 show that 
one of the 
vehicles




1989 red Pontiac  was 













































manifests,  rental car 
records 





















hit  New 
York's World
 Trade 




































investigators  have 
not yet 
been 
able  to start 
work  at the 
World 
Trade  Center, 





 spoke on con-
dition of anonymity,
 said they were 
investigating 






border  at a checkpoint
 and made 
their way to Boston,









told us we could go home," Kindwell 
said. "It seemed like no one cared, 
when they 
said classes where can-
celed you could 
hear  some students 
go
 
yeah,  school's out.'" 
He said he hoped a tragedy 
like this would
 stir a reaction 
from SJSU 
students. 
As the night unfolded, people 
broke form 
their groups of four 
and five and they held 
hands  or 
embraced as they
 sang religious 
songs with the help of an impro-
vised band playing a guitar, drum 
and a tambourine. 
The 
atmosphere  changed from 
that of whispering voices and cry-
ing 
faces to that of hope and 
smiles at the end of the gather-
ing. A few people had lit candles 
glowing 
in their hands. 
Huynh and Ma said they were 
surprised
 at how many people 
showed up and how everyone got 
together  regardless of what 
church they belonged 
to. They 
said they were impressed that 
people
 cared enough to come out. 
"I 
was surprised at all the 
dif-
ferent 
churches,  ethnicities and 
backgrounds that came 
together,
 
and how they prayed regardless. 
There is power and unity in 
prayer," Ma said. 
A peace vigil is 
scheduled
 at 
6 p.m. Friday at Paseo de Cesar 
Chavez,
 formerly known as the 
SJSU Seventh Street plaza. The 
event is 
organized by Students for 
Justice, 
liaChA,









 at the Plaza 
de Cesar Chavez,
 organized by the 
members of Youth for Christ. 
NEWS
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A day after two 
hijacked
 
























Pa.,  Bay Area 
residents
 






stop at local American
 Red Cross 
centers 










ments, said Barbara Vitcosky, the 
associate director of communica-
tions for the Santa Clara County 
Valley Chapter of the 
American  
Red Cross. 
The vast response 
Tuesday 
accumulated
 a total of 584 units 
of blood, which was
 more than the 
expected amount, 
Vitcosky  said. 




an additional 310 units were 
expected for 
Wednesday,  she said. 
"I'm touched and overwhelmed 
at the
 
outpouring  of 
support  yes-
terday 
and  today," she said. 
Since 
appointments  have 
been  
scheduled






































 line, she 
said.  






















raised $3,500 for 
the devastated 
areas in New York, Washington, 
D.C., and Philadelphia. 
The 
money donations will be 
used to provide shelter,
 food, 
counseling and to transport
 blood 




Cross has also 
received  similar 
support, said Kimberly







































Although there has 













need it, I 
booked 
through

















and  if 
now  is 
the need,
 
"It's important for people to why not do it now." 
remember  that people 
in





pital will get 













tant to remember 





















to help can do 
so
 by logging onto "I'd be 
more  
apt to 
give  blood 
the 
www.RedCross.orgica/scv  (if) it's 
here  
on
 campus, easier 
Web site or 
they
 can call 






















residents have flocked to local 











 give blood, some 
the  least we 
can do. Since
 we have 
San Jose 
State  University stu-
classes  at 
school,  it'd be 
easier to 
dents who 
would  like to donate 
haven't
 been able to. 
have 
something  on 
campus."  
Students try to help 
TERRORISM:
 
Unsinger  says 
this wasn't the first or last attack 
on 
Americans  
 continued from Page I 
and so 
forth.
 They certainly 
grabbed everyone's attention." 
Also, an attack on the World 
Trade Center had failed before, 
and 
to finish the job would be 
enticing, Unsinger said, referring 
to the 1993 bombing attack by 
Ramzi Ahmed Yusuf that left six 
dead, but did little damage to the 
structure. 
Unsinger said Tuesday that 
while the suspects could be some-
one other than Muslim funda-
mentalists
 - many suspected 
Middle Eastern terrorists to be 
responsible for the Oklahoma 
City bombing and not
 domestic 
terrorists such as the convicted
 
bomber, Timothy McVeigh. 
Unsinger added 




"I couldn't see 
your usual 
(anti -World Trade Organization) 
protestor, a guy who
 throws a 
chair into a Starbucks window, 
doing this sort of thing," Unsinger 
said. "It's more like guys who 
want to meet their makers. Guys 
with a religious bent." 
Unsinger said the United 
States is 
seen
 as a cultural and  
economic threat to some parts of 
the world, 
particularly  in Islamic 
cultures. 
"Some places
 see the West and 
its movies and music as evil," 
Unsinger said. "If they want to 
strike back at it, they can't get 
much out of hitting the Holly-
wood sign, but if you go for the 
biggest target, the 
wallet ..." 
Unsinger said that not all 
Muslims should be placed in the 
same boat as extremists such as 
Osama bin Laden, the alleged 
terrorist mastermind many sus-
pect is behind Tuesday's 
attack.
 




Bin Laden is a wealthy Saudi 
in -exile whom the United States 
claims runs a large-scale terror-
ist organization. He has been a 
loud voice for violence to be used 
against Americans. 
He is quoted as saying, "We, 
with God's help, call on every 
Muslim who believes in God's
 






By Moses Peraza 
DAILY STAFF
 WRITER 
Many police officers both at 
universities and local cities are 
*rearing pins and black arm-
bands in remembrance of the lost 
people, fallen officers and fire-
fighters who were killed in Tues-
day's terrorist attacks. 
Sgt, John Laws of the Univer-
sity Police Department was  one 
who chose to wear a flag pin. 
Laws said it is a tradition for 
officers to wear black elastic 
bands across their badges to 
mourn the loss of other officers. 
"I don't have the luxury, as 
other people do, to get emotional," 
Laws said. "I've got to keep it 
together until the end of my shift." 
Laws also said that his job was 
to make the campus and the com-
munity 
as
 safe as he possibly 
could.  
Lt. Bruce Lowe of the 
Univer-
sity Police Department said there 
is no mandatory statute for police 
officers to wear the bands and 
that wearing them is voluntary. 
Sgt. 
Steve  Dixon, media officer 
for the San 
Jose Police Depart-
ment, said officers have been 
doing this tradition for more than 
30 
years.  
Sgt. Dixon said for most people 
watching the 
buildings collapse 
on TV, the sight must have been 
unbelievable. 
"We knew that there were a lot 
of police officers and 
firefighters 
in there," Dixon 
said. "To see 
those 
buildings  collapse, 
we also 




to the 255 
firefighters and 
more than 80 
police 
officers who were
 killed in 
New York in 
the aftermath of 
the 
terrorist  attack. 
Dixon said 
there  is strong fam-
ily connection among 
police offi-
cers nationwide 
and in California. 
"In 
California, police officers 
from different 
communities  will 
travel across the
 state to go to 
funerals
 of officers who have fall-
en in the line of 






 of the 
University  
Police Department 
agreed  with. 
Santos said he 
depended not 
only on his colleagues
 to take care 
of him but other people as 
well.  
He said that 
being  in danger-
ous situations 
with other officers 







that of Officer 
Desmond
 Casey of San Jose, 
who  




While  many officers chose
 to 
wear pins 
and  ribbons, Lt. Jay
 
McTaggart
 of Cal State Monterey 
Bay chose 
not  to. 
"I




 uniform," he said.
 
"But I have worn 
them in the 
past for officers who
 have died." 
McTaggart said he didn't have 
any 
friends who were killed in 
the line
 of duty but he did have 















 they find it." 
Other  students, however, were 
pened in Pennsylvania, 
may 
Bin Laden has been on the 
unsure 
whether





said.  Airport 
FBI's most 
wanted
 list and is safe 
traveling  anywhere. 
security
 cameras
 and the 
air -
believed  to 
have  ordered the 
"I feel vulnerable. It could 




 of two 




anytime," said light who 
the 
attackers
 were once 
Kenya and Tanzania in 1998 and Emmanuel Nunez, a sophomore all the passengers are identified. 
the bombing of the U.S. Navy psychology 
major.  "If anybody's But it 
may  take 
months for
 an 
ship the USS 
Cole in Yemen last dedicated 
to





year. Bin Laden is currently this, they'll find a way to do it." anything, unless a break happens. 
believed to be hiding somewhere Gautan Singh, a sophomore "Someone slips up some -
in 
Afghanistan.
 computer engineering major, said where," Unsinger said. 
But retaliating against he still feels safe, and that extra After the initial bombing of 
Afghanistan,
 a nation led by a security won't help. 
the 
World  Trade 
Center
 in 1993, 
militant Muslim government, for "I don't think they can make 
one of Yusurs co-conspirators 
housing bin Laden wouldn't security any
 stronger than it was apprehended trying to get a 
make much sense, Unsinger 
said. already is," Singh said, refund on the rented
 van that 
"What, bomb them from the Unsinger, however, was 
not  con- was used to bomb the Towers. 
12th to 
11th  century?" he said. fident in 
America's  
commitment  to 
Yusuf  
was  later arrested in 
"Afghanistan is 
already
 war-torn, heighten security
 measures. 
Pakistan  and was extradited to 
A 
cruise  missile aimed at a stor- "We'll have 
heightened
 security the United States. 
age building is 
one thing, but bin for a year, 
then  get more relaxed 
Laden's one 
man. And he's and forget 
all about it," Unsinger 
already hard to target. And 
the said, adding that most American 
last time 
we tried, we missed ... 
companies
 would try to take quick 
he was in 
the  next building." and cheap 
security  measures, and 
In 
1998, after the U.S. 




 and Tanza- or 
inconvenienced,  
nia were 




 missiles into 
Unsinger said might
 happen is at 
Afghanistan, aimed  at 
a location the Canadian
 border,  
where bin Laden
 had a terrorist- "It's 
like
 a sieve," he said. 
training camp. 
Unsinger said that a country 
or group wanting to 
send
 terror-
ists to infiltrate the country may 
doctor up false papers for them to 
immigrate to Canada, which is 
more flexible in bringing in new 
citizens 0 Canada lets in more 
people per capita than the Unit-
ed 
States,
 he added. 
After 
moving  to Canada, they 
could strike there or cross the 
border into the United States, 
which has little security and few 
checkpoints. 
Speculation 
Wednesday  had 
some of the suspected terrorists 
crossing into the United States 
from Canada, several news agen-
cies reported. 
In December 1999, an Algerian 
national, Ahmed Ressam, was 
arrested while trying to cross the 
Canadian border into Washing-
ton. He was using false papers 
and identification, and his car 
had materials that could be used 
to construct a bomb. His target, 
investigators believed, was Seat-
tle's landmark, the Space Needle. 
As for the 
investigation,
 the 
Taking over an 
airplane 
Unsinger 
said it was quite easy 
for a terrorist to 
smuggle a 
weapon into a plane because
 most 
airports have lax 
security
 and the 
weapons used in Tuesday's 
attack  
- knives and box 
cutters  - wouldn't 
be out of the ordinary, like a razor 
blade in a 
shaving  kit. 
"I take my scissors 
in a shav-
ing kit when
 I travel abroad, and 
no one asks me 




Unsinger said. "Somebody carry-
ing a small knife 
in
 a shaving kit 
wouldn't be out of 
the  ordinary." 
In the wake of the attack, 
many are calling for increased 
security measures at airports. 
Some students
 at SJSU said 
they 
wouldn't  mind an extra wait 
or a sacrifice of traveling free-
doms in order to 
be secure. 
"It would 
be a hassle, but if it's 
for the safety of the country, why 
not," said David 
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Not the first or last time 
Unsinger
 said the event was 
troubling, but the United States 
has suffered this kind of blow 
before. 
"Pearl Harbor
 was the loss of 
innocence for this country, and so 
was this today;" Unsinger said 
Tuesday. "But bombings have 
been happening in the United 
States for a longtime. During the 
'60s, Marxists and left-wing mili-
tants were bombing
 banks and 
other places in the U.S." 
Unsinger said 
the United 
States will tighten and be harder 
for terrorists 
to conduct opera-
tions, but other places, such as 
Hong Kong
 and Singapore,  may 
be targeted. 
Already, 
some students are 
numb to the attack. 
"You get desensitized 
- you get 
used to everything," said Kevin 
Lam, an electrical engineering 
major. "Rodney
 King, the L.A. 
riots, the Oklahoma 
bombing,  
Columbine ... it's not really a 
shock." 
Unsinger 
quoted  Soviet Pre-
mier Josef Stalin, who
 said some-
thing along Lam's lines. 
"Stalin once said, one person 
dead is a tragedy, 10,000 is a 
sta-
tistic,'" Unsinger
 said. "But the 
numbers
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